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By the author of best selling novel,
Warhorn - Sons of Iberia.
Reviews:
Interesting time period, well written fiction
to include how important new discoveries
in weapon making were at the time.
Waiting for more from your pen. K.
Jensen A gripping read, couldnt put it
down. I read the whole book in two
sittings, battles, romance and honour
aplenty. Bring on the next one! M. Wilson
Its like Game of Thrones with more action.
J. Ives You describe the battle as if youd
been to war. Methinks you were a warrior
in a previous life. healthylifestyles From
north of the high mountains come the
ferocious Celt warriors, ever hungry for
war. In a night of terror and death, the
lowly son of a coward finds himself
fighting back to save himself and the
beautiful Elhana. Orphaned when only a
young boy and victimised by his fellow
villagers, Cullha grows up as a shepherd,
learning to fend for himself and protect his
charges. He discovers a love for the noble
Iberian horse and his skill at handling them
is quickly noticed by the tribe. As the son
of a warrior branded a coward, Cullha has
no standing or honour in the eyes of the
tribe and lives precariously from day to
day. The warriors of the village march
north to war against the invading Celt. Left
behind with the few warriors to guard the
women and children, Cullha seeks to gain
the attention of Elhana while avoiding her
lover, Luis, a warrior bent on revenge. In a
night of violence and bloodshed, the
dreaded Celt overwhelm the village and
Cullha finds himself pitched together with
Luis and Elhana in a battle to escape the
savage enemy warriors. On a journey
fraught with danger and sorrow, a small
band of survivors escape the Celt and flee
across the wild lands of ancient Iberia,
battling nature, bandits and their own
shortcomings. In the course of their
journey, they meet the remnants of an
Illergete
column
and
rescue
a
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weapon-smith with a powerful secret. The
Celt are relentless in their pursuit and
ultimately Cullha must risk everything to
save Elhana and the secret the
weapon-smith holds.
Warning:
This
novella contains violence, swearing and
some sexual encounters. Note: This is a
stand alone short novel of approximately
46,000 words and not a full length novel.
About the Author J. Glenn Bauer grew up
in Africa, experiencing the wilds and its
rich diversity of both people and nature.
Living and working with people as ancient
as the San and Himba, left an indelible
mark on him and an enormous respect for
not only these peoples, but for the ancient
peoples of the world.
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